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Branding
Colours
White label businesses will be able to 
customize their dashboard with their top 
three selected brand colours.

Logos
Logos and other brand assets will be 
added to each dashboard page as a 
watermark, and on the top navigation bar 
as well as the drug card.

Mobile App
Primary Colour

Primary Colour Light

Secondary Colour



Dashboard
Employee

The employee dashboard offers easy access to our member’s favourite features. Here, 
employees can quickly navigate to the part of the platform that they need. Brand colours and 
logos are displayed throughout.



Claim History Employees can easily monitor their claims history. Charts are displayed to show how much has 
been claimed. They’ll also be able to view recent claims and check their status to see if they have 
been approved and paid. 

Employee



Digital Drug Card Employees can quickly access their custom Digital Drug Card to present 
to their pharmacist. They can also download a printable version that 
they can print out and keep in their wallet.

Employee



My Usage Employees can review the usage for both themselves and their dependents on this dashboard. 
Here, they’ll find information about where their benefits are being spent, how much they have 
left, and their usage from the previous year.

Employee



Plan Coverage Say goodbye to paper booklets, employees can now quickly look up details about their 
coverage by reading the details in each section, or using our AI-powered lookup 
function.

Employee



Dashboard Employers and admins have their own unique dashboard that gives them quick access to view 
employees, digital reports, digital invoices and more. The advisor brokerage’s logo and colors 
are displayed throughout.

Employer



Employees Employers or admins can review all of their employees in one simple place. They can search 
employees by name, filter by division and quickly notify employees by push notification or email. 
They can also quickly edit employee information or add new employees.

Employer



Invoices Employers can view and download digital invoices anytime, anywhere. They will be able to filter 
and view invoice details by city as well as the premium breakdown for each employee. They can 
also view their previous invoices.

Employer
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